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AFTER mE gurgling stutter of the bright yellow Volk-
swagen Beetle had died away, and the woman who

could nor quite have been called 'elderly' had emerged
from its cramped interior, her light grey hair unadulter-
ated by any plastic bottle, no sound could be heard
echoing off the drab, grey concrete of the borstal's car
park save for the monotonous rumble of the distant
motorway.

Barbara always though of the place as 'the borstal',
no matter what actual name might now be inscribed on
the cracked, plastic board at the building's entrance. The
word 'borstal' conjured up for her the right image of
worn Victorian brick and worn Victorian architecture,
with ceilings which were too high and lights which were
too low. It lay on the outskirts of suburbia in a place
which had once been a town, but had long since been
swallowed up by the spreading stain of London. Here
sullen youths, now of both sexes, came because of what
they had done, or because they had nothing to do, and
here too came Barbara Chesterton, on Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons, to try to teach them history.

To get in, she had to show her visitor's card to the
rusty camera perched beside the windowless double
doors, even though she knew the camera's resolution
was too poor for the guard inside to actually read it. She
was duly admitted anyway, the strident buzz demanding
her to push the doors much more distinctive than the
burst of white noise which might, or might not, have
been the guard's voice emanating from the speaker grill

besides the door, telling her to do the same thing. Inside,
it was hot and stuffy, and, putting her card back inside
the handbag, she found EricStephens, the director of the
place, waiting to meet her.

"Hello, Mrs Chesterton." he said, offering his palm to
her, which she shook. It was slick with sweat. The two
strips of overhead neon lighting cut two white slashes
across his gleaming, rimless spectacles. Barbara began to
feel queasy, as she often did in his presence.

"I'm afraid we've had to make a couple of changes to
your little group," he oozed unctuously. "As you prob-
ably have already heard, james was released yesterday
- his family are looking after him - and I've had to put
Sarah in the quiet room for a couple of days. But you've
also got a newcomer, Dorothy. She's spending a couple
of weeks with us," he laughed loudly and nasally, "after
deciding to play with fire, a bit too literally. Thankfully
there wasn't anybody in the house she burnt down - it
had been a ruin for years, anyway. Still, I'm sure you'll
like her." And he laughed again, making Barbara wish
that he had been in the aforementioned house. But she
smiled at him, after making sure that her class would be
in its usual place - it was - she proceeded, bidding
farewell to Mr Eric Stephens, Director of the Centre, to
her usual classroom two corridors and two locked doors
(Stephens sent an assistant with her to open them, since
she was not permitted to have the keys herself) away
from the borstal entrance.

Awaiting her was the usual (with three differences,
she reminded herself) collection of scruffy young men
and women, most of whom regarded her with outright
hostility in their eyes. At the back of the room, she no-
ticed one unfamiliar face, that of a young teenage girl
with chestnut hair and deep brown eyes which seemed
full of a certain quiet toughness. Barbara memorised her
face; it seemed to her that there was a new addition to
her class who could either be a great help or a great hin-
drance, and she wanted to make sure that it was the
former.

"Hello, everyone," she said. "Today I thought we
might look at the Aztecs, who are a favourite subject of
mine. Have any of you ever heard of them?"

Silence.
Barbara carried on, undaunted; it didn't do a teacher

any good to have a skin which was anything other than
thick. "The Aztecs were a great civilisation which lived
around the area which is now Mexico, for hundreds of
years. Their culture was at the same time highly cultured
and primitive; they had superb architectural skills and
had developed a very intricate system of bartering, using
cocoa beans for everything from money to wedding and
engagement rings." She had to stifle a smile at his last
fact, as old memories stirred themselves in her mind.
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"Butdespite this. they never invented the wheel..."
AB the class continued, Barbara felt herself beginning

to connect with the audience. to break down the (and
she laughed at the cliche while still admitting it to her-
self) barriers, both real and imagined, between herself
and the small group of deprived or maladjusted teen-
agers sitting in the room with her. Gradually, the hostility
in their eyes was replaced with acceptance, grudging
and limited but acceptance nonetheless, as they per-
mitted themselves to be drawn into what she was saying.
The descriptions of the temple sacrifices - near-hysteri-
cal priests clutching still-beating hearts in their gory
hands while they chanted to the masses below - visibly
affected them (even thought they were more enthralled
than perturbed, she had to admit to herself), while her
impassioned description of the Aztecs' destruction, ex-
terminated by Cortez and his army, wielding weapons
that the Aztecs couldn't comprehend, let alone defend
themselves against, she could swear actually saddened
some of them.

When she had finished her account, she wiped the
black board loaned to her class by Stephens, and pre-
pared to pack up the small number of books she had
brought with her.

Then she heard a voice behind her.
"Didn't anyone try to stop them?"
She turned back to the class. As she had thought, it

was the new girl who had spoken.
"I'm sorry, er. Dorothy, what was it you said?"
"Cortez and his army. Why didn't anyone stop them?

I mean, Cortez killing them, and showed them the wheel
and stuff like that? Then they wouldn't have all been
killed, their civilisation wouldn't have been wiped out."

Somebody sniggered.
AB she stood there, thinking of events in history, both

the world's and her own. she debated what to tell the
girl. She couldn't tell her of what she had tried to do,
twenty five years ago (or five hundred, depending on
how you counted) or how she had failed, prevented not
by any human action, but by the unstoppable face of his-
tory. AB she stood there, Barbara realised she could only
tell her the truth.

"I don't know."
A tapping at the window brought her out of her

sudden fugue. Lninvited, Eric Stephens let himself into
the room, almost exactly (as she noticed) the minute
hand on the room's clock swept up to join its shorter
partner in a vertical line.

"Come on everyone, time to go," he brayed, clapping
his hands chop-chop in a ridiculous manner. The class,
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'-once more sullen, filed out of the room. Except for one.
As Barbara looked up to :see who it was, she already
knew.

The girl, Dorothy, looked up at her and spoke in a
voice that she knew was intended for her ears, and hers
alone.

"I would have. I would have stopped them. If I'd
been there."

Her message conveyed, the girl left the room.
Stephens watched her follow the others up the corridor.

"I told you about that one, didn't I?" he said. "A real
fighter."

"Yes." replied Barbara, staring off into space. "A real
fighter."
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